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So many of us have been
“givers” for most of our
lives – caring for others,
finding little surprises to
make someone happy,
helping out when someone has a need, or making up a
need to
“just stop
by”. We
often give
gifts to
perk someone up,
or make
a special
dinner just
to see the sparkle of joy
and appreciation in their
eyes as they receive our
gift of love.
When we are visited by illness, roles often change.
Perhaps we are saddened by the fact that we

can no longer be the givers. Or, perhaps we want
so much to show that we
can still be strong that we
can overcome this illness
and be brave that we find
it very difficult to
receive the help
that family and
friends offer. This
makes us feel
weaker still. It is,
at the least, very
awkward to now
need to be the
receiver.
Here’s something
to consider. Our friends
and loved ones want very
much to help us through
a difficult time. It is a way
of showing their love and
support. Often they don’t
know how to help, or
what they can do to make
things better for us. It is,

in fact, our gift to them to
help them give something
of themselves to us to
receive graciously their gift
of love. I’ve seen the look
in the eyes of the person
who loaned me all her hats
and scarves. Another saw
the great joy in the eyes of
family members who completed a project of
updating her bedroom as a
surprise for her.
Receiving sometimes takes
great humility. It is also an
act of love for the other
who wishes to give and
comfort us.
It is our wish that you will
be able to enjoy both giving
and receiving in this marvelous season.

Mary Ammerman,

MA Psychology - Co-Editor
Breast Cancer Survivor

Editor’s Corner “Getting on with it”
Welcome to our first issue of Healing Matters. One of the most common complaints I hear from
patients that have finished cancer treatment is that they feel disconnected from all the resources
they experienced during treatment. Yet, they want to “get on with it” and start returning to their daily
lives despite this feeling. Therefore, our goal is to help with this transition and keep you connected
to services and resources. We also hope to keep you informed on how to live healthy lives from
our local expert providers. Finally, we want to give you a sense of community by sharing others’
stories about their journeys with cancer. Feel free to contribute as we are always looking for ideas
and personal stories. Contact us at survivorship@mlhs.org. We hope you enjoy!
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Stress Reduction

Stress seems to be an unavoidable
part of modern life. Our 24/7 world
puts so many demands on our lives.
According to the Wellness Councils
of America, over 85% of doctor visits
in America are due to stress related
disorders. Stress comes in many
different forms such as work-related, family-related, financial stress,
health issues, or even our inner
dialogue can create stress. The list
can go on and on.
However, stress followed by recovery can be a good thing. Think
about a time when you had major
growth in your life; career, family
or health challenge. Typically this
growth stems from a stressful situation. Stress puts us in our discomfort zones, yes, but also allows us
to expand our ca-pacity as human

beings. On the other hand, too much
stress with too little recovery can be
dangerous. So take the steps to calm
and renew your body, mind and spirit.
Go slowly and gently, begin with only
one or two of the following suggestions and allow yourself to succeed
before going on.

Do less: Be aware of how much you

Eat natural whole foods and drink
plenty of water: A low stress diet

contains foods with “life force” that
are easier for the body to digest and
utilize.

Peggy Nalevanko,
E-RYT, Integrative Yoga Therapist,
Health & Wellness Coach

can healthfully do each day. This
wisdom alone can reduce stress.

Breathe effortlessly: Oxygen is
vital food for every cell in our body.
Breathe easily and fully. Calm your
mind and body by your own breath.
Vigorous exercise: Vigorous movement is a great tension buster
Get sufficient rest: We are oscillating creatures. We need to rest and
recharge

Help Us Help You

Survivorship Study Opportunities

Yoga Therapy

Set a New Year’s
Genetic and EnvironResolution - Stop Smoking mental Causes of CanHave you smoked in the past cer- City of Hope Study

Wiser Survivor- An
Exercise & Weight Loss
Study for Breast Cancer
Survivors

This is a research study
through the University of
Pennsylvania that is testing
seven days? Are you a lung, We are excited to anthe effects of exercise and
breast, prostate, colorectal, nounce that we are working
weight loss on lymphedema,
bladder, cervical, or head & with the City of Hope Canrisk factors for breast cancer
neck cancer survivor? Then cer Center in Duarte, CA to
recurrence, and quality of
our Main Line Health CCOP offer a research study for
life. To participate, you must
smoking cessation study
individuals who have canbe currently free of cancer,
could help you quit. Get the cer or have a family history
have a few extra pounds to
private support you need for of cancer. This study, which
lose, have not participated in
FREE.
involves
completing
quesOur Yoga therapy will
upper body exer-cise in the
start in January 2014. It is For further information and to tionnaires about personal
past year (weights or
and
family
history
as
well
a 1 hour 8-week program discuss eligibility please conresistive exercise), are not on
for cancer patients with a tact Trish Palmer, BSN, RN, as donating a sample of
weight loss medications, and
blood,
is
looking
at
genetic
group of 4-8 participants. OCN, CCRNP at 484-565have breast cancer related
and environmental causes
lym-phedema.
1619 or palmerp@mlhs.org
For more information or
of cancer.
to sign up for this pilot
For more information visit the
To
learn
more
about
the
Integrative Yoga
website at http://wiser2.med.
study or to enroll, please
Therapy, call Peggy
upenn.edu or call Renata at
call
Nalevanko, Integrative
215-573-6621 or email
Yoga Thera-pist, Health
Candace Peterson, certiwiser2@mail.med.upenn.
and Wellness Coach at
fied genetic counselor at
edu.
610-715-6925.
484-565-1664.

Yoga therapy aims to
alleviate suffering in a
progressive, non-invasive and complementary
manner. Integrative
Yoga Therapy (IYT) also
serves a means to manage the illness or facilitate healing in the
person at all levels.
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Celebrations, Support, & Education
The Path to Survivorship
The Path to Survivorship is a new
program created to help you start a
“new normal” after completing cancer
treatments. Contact Sara Hollstein,
MSN, CRNP, AOCNP. 484-565-1642 or
survivorship@mlhs.org.

Participants in CCOP Clinical Trials

your calendar for the evening of
April 9, 2014 for the 1st Clinical
Trials Hero’s Night. Be prepared for
a fun event celebrating YOU. More
info to come.

Celebrate National Survivors’ Day with
us! We have prizes, food, education,
and mu-sic. Any cancer survivor is
invited to at-tend. More information to
come.

Unite for Her Wellness Day April 27, 2014

New Breast Cancer Support GroupOngoing Dates & Times

Breast cancer patients are invited
If you participated in a Main Line Health to experience a day of complementary therapies. Acupuncture,
CCOP clinical trial here at Paoli, mark
massage, yoga, and nutrition, are
provided with FREE follow up therapies. Contact Vicki Hughes, MSW
at hughesv@mlhs.org or 484-5651253.

Paoli Hospital’s Survivor Day
June 3rd, 2014 - Save the Date!

Have you been diagnosed with breast
cancer in the last year? Topics will
include finding creative ways to cope
with our certified art therapist, communicating with others, questions at work,
transforming stress to strength, and life
after treatment ends. Call Mary Donald, MA, ATR at 610-637-6417 or Vicki
Hughes, MSW at 484-565-1253.

Screening Corner
Check out these FREE screenings and education events. They can help you meet your goals of wellness. Call 1-866-CALL-MLH to learn more and/or schedule a visit.
January- April 2014
Screening Type
Breast Screening
Skin Screening
Lung Screening
(Not a free program)

Cardiac Education
Blood Pressure Screening
& Weight Management
Education
Blood Pressure Screening
& Cardiac Education
Blood Pressure Screening
& Cancer Education
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Date

Times

May 2014

Specific dates and times to
follow

Paoli Hospital sponsored through the Linda
Creed Foundation

May & Sept 2014

Specific dates and times to
follow

Paoli Cancer Center, and other Main Line
Health facilities

Starts January 2014

Ongoing

Paoli Hospital, call 484-565-LUNG for more
information. Prescription from your providers
will be required and there will be a cost of $300
for the scan.

January 5th

12 noon

Valley Forge Presbyterian Church

February 20th

5-6 pm

Senior Supper at Paoli Hospital

January 13th

11 am- 1 pm

Trader Joes

February 10th

11 am -1 pm

Trader Joes

9 am – 12 noon

West Chester YMCA

11 am – 1 pm

Trader Joes

11 am – 1pm

Trader Joes

th

February 12
March 10

th

April 14th

Locations & Information

The Circle

At the risk of admitting I am a woman of a certain age I’ve fancied myself to be the psychological embodiment of Linda Carter’s
character--Wonder Woman. I could do anything, I worked full time and raised a son as a single mom. This eighteen year era
was chock full of heartfelt giving.
My empty nest era commenced with my son going to college. I was inspired to paint my entire apartment painting preparation
entailed taping all 1700 square feet of straight edges. When furniture was set to be moved in, I realized that I may have slightly
underestimated the painting time. Of note is that I was painting and climbing a ladder to reach ten foot ceiling molding with a
broken, casted left elbow and a damaged opposing knee. My knee was officially on strike after swelling to the size of a small
melon and forced a work stoppage.
I never found my Wonder Woman bracelets. I’ve come to realize that they were an illusion to
my idea of independence. This illusion came to a halt when I was diagnosed with cancer at the
end of my first year of apartment living. Can it be that I really left my rooms unpainted and taped
in their bright morning glory blue splendor for four years?
I wish that I could say I suddenly allowed people to help me somehow I felt that receiving help
was an admission that cancer might win. I stoically resisted allowing any more help except
when urgently needed. If a guest passed through my bedroom, I was insulted when they would
segue from a perfectly color balanced palate and question whether the bright blue tape was part
of my overall decorating scheme—really?
Over time I became more entertained by perplexed expressions as guests would encounter the
bright blue tape. I especially loved it when my little visiting cherubs would venture in to the blue
wonderland of perpendicular blue strips and appear with strips of blue tape streaming from a
fingertip.
It was not for lack of offers for help that my rooms went unpainted. My family had offered multiple times to help me. They live
near Pittsburgh. Not only could I not help, but I couldn’t house them---perish the thought! They always knew that my “maybe”
meant “no thanks”.
Never let the height and breadth that a mother will go to for her child be underestimated. I was startled by my son’s stress
over getting married was not related to the approaching marriage, but over me—Wonder Woman, who wouldn’t let anyone
help her—always in search of those misplaced bracelets. I needed to spring into action to prove to my son that an old dog
might learn new tricks.
When I agreed to my sister’s bequest to allow my family to help me, my sister’s stunned “Huh?” was the “Huh?” heard around
the world. A few weeks later the crew showed up armed with paint supplies, tools and smiles. Rooms painted, we were then off
to purchase lamps, pictures and towels to complete the ambiance of my now picture perfect rooms.
My son’s old bedroom was converted into a spare room/office. I asked other friends to assist in assembling a day bed and a
desk that arrived in boxes on my porch. Much to my elation, never a “no” passed their lips. The day bed, loaded with newly
purchased accent pillows, and bed linens, my desk complete with accessories completed the “look”.
Looking at the large floral picture newly hung over my bed, the newly empowered “receiver” in me asked my niece if she
agreed that just a slightly lighter shade wouldn’t be stunning in the only remaining room undone. She agreed and a month later
the crew was back.
It was with the arrival of my family that my “Christmas Miracle” occurred. People say they can tell when I am truly happy because my face lights up and I clap my hands together. Now that all of the accoutrements were in place, I wanted to unveil what
my family’s painting efforts had produced. They huddled in the hallway while I turned on lights in my office/bedroom. Their
unanimous reaction was to suck in air and then “ooo” and “ahh”. I smiled and clapped. The connection for me was their uniform
expressions. Their faces will always be frozen in my mind. They looked as if they all had just partaken of the most luscious
desert imaginable.
It was then that I grasped the wonderful, paradoxical relationship between giving and taking. A circle is completed in both the
giving and taking--a circle that can only be completed when there is true heartfelt giving and true heartfelt receipt. Long live this
circle of giving, or is it receiving?
JoAnn Sweitzer, MS Organizational Dynamics, Co-editor, Ovarian Cancer Survivor
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